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TO:  All Providers 
 
SUBJECT: New Services Performed by KePRO, the Quality Improvement 
Organization (QIO) for S.C. Medicaid 
 
Effective August 1, 2012 the following will be added to the list of services that require 
prior authorization (PA) from KePRO.    
 
Durable Medical Equipment (DME) 
 
All DME codes that are currently reviewed by SCDHHS will be submitted to KePRO for 
prior authorization.  Attachment A is a complete list of codes.  Unlisted or Miscellaneous 
DME codes that are submitted for the repair of equipment or accessories should only be 
submitted to KePRO if the original equipment was approved by KePRO on or after June 
1, 2012.  If the original request was approved by SCDHHS prior to June 1, 2012, the 
repair will continue to be submitted to SCDHHS along with the Certificate of Repair and 
Labor Cost (CRLC). 
 
Botulinum Toxin – Type A (Botox) and Type B (Myobloc)  
 
KePro will prior authorize (PA) all Botulinum Toxin – Type A for Botox® and Type B 
(Myobloc) when administered for Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved 
indications. Botox® is FDA-approved for strabismus, blepharospasm, severe primary 
axillary hyperhidrosis, upper limb spasticity in adults, cervical dystonia in adults and for 
the prophylaxis of headaches in adult patients with chronic migraine (>15 days per month 
with headache lasting 4 hours a day or longer). 
 
The botulinum toxin products listed above share certain properties and some FDA 
approvals.  However, these agents are not identical.  They have differing therapeutic and 
adverse event profiles.  They also have differing units and not equivalent dosing.  As a 
result, they are not directly interchangeable with one another. Please refer to your 












KePRO will post the applicable forms for requests for prior authorizations to their website.  
Requests may be submitted using one of the options below: 
 
KePRO Customer Service Phone:   855-326-5219 
KePRO Fax #     855-300-0082 
For Provider Issues email:  atrezzoissues@Kepro.com 
 
Responses to requests will be faxed back to the provider with an approval or denial.  
Please visit KePRO’s website at http://scdhhs.kepro.com for additional information about 
KePRO’s web based PA submission, upcoming trainings, forms and any new policies or 
procedural changes affecting Medicaid’s QIO process. 
 
If you have any questions, comments or concerns regarding this bulletin, we encourage 




       /s/ 
       Anthony E. Keck 







































B9998 NOT OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED ENTERAL SUPPLIE 0 
A4280 ADHES SKIN SUPP ATCH W/EXT BREAST PRO,EA 0 
A9999 MISC DME SUPPLY OR ACCESSORY, NOC        0 
B4103 ENTERAL,PEDS,FLUID/ELECTR,500 ML=1 UNIT  0 
B4157 NUTR COMPL,SPEC METABOLIC NEED,100CAL=1U 0 
B4162 ENTR,PEDS,SPC METABOLIC NEEDS,100CAL=1UN 0 
B9999 NOC FOR PARENTERAL SUPPLIES              0 
E0193 POWERED AIR FLOTATION BED                NU 
E0193 POWERED AIR FLOTATION BED                RR 
E0194 AIR FLUIDIZED BED                        RR 
E0255 HOSPITAL BED SIDE RAILS VAR HT, MATTRESS LL 
E0255 HOSPITAL BED SIDE RAILS VAR HT, MATTRESS NU 
E0255 HOSPITAL BED SIDE RAILS VAR HT, MATTRESS UE 
E0260 HOSP BED SEMIELEC, SIDE RAILS MATTRESS   LL 
E0260 HOSP BED SEMIELEC, SIDE RAILS MATTRESS   NU 
E0260 HOSP BED SEMIELEC, SIDE RAILS MATTRESS   UE 
E0261 HOSP BED SEMI-ELEC W/SIDERAILS W/O MTRS  LL 
E0261 HOSP BED SEMI-ELEC W/SIDERAILS W/O MTRS  NU 
E0261 HOSP BED SEMI-ELEC W/SIDERAILS W/O MTRS  UE 
E0277 POWER PRESSURE-REDUCING AIR MATTRESS     RR 
E0291 HOSP BED FX HT W/O SIDE RAIOS W/O MATRSS LL 
E0291 HOSP BED FX HT W/O SIDE RAIOS W/O MATRSS NU 
E0291 HOSP BED FX HT W/O SIDE RAIOS W/O MATRSS UE 
E0294 HOSP BED SEMI-ELEC W/O SIDERAILS W MTRSS LL 
E0294 HOSP BED SEMI-ELEC W/O SIDERAILS W MTRSS NU 
E0295 HOSP BED SEMI-ELEC W/O SIDRAIL W/O MATDR LL 
E0295 HOSP BED SEMI-ELEC W/O SIDRAIL W/O MATDR NU 
E0295 HOSP BED SEMI-ELEC W/O SIDRAIL W/O MATDR UE 
E0301 HOSP BED, DUTY,X-WIDE,WT 350-600 LB      LL 
E0301 HOSP BED, DUTY,X-WIDE,WT 350-600 LB      NU 
E0301 HOSP BED, DUTY,X-WIDE,WT 350-600 LB      UE 
E0302 HOSP BED, X-HVY DUTY,X-WIDE,WT > 600 LBS LL 
E0302 HOSP BED, X-HVY DUTY,X-WIDE,WT > 600 LBS NU 
E0302 HOSP BED, X-HVY DUTY,X-WIDE,WT > 600 LBS UE 








E0303 HOSP BED,HEAVY DUTY,X-WIDE,WT 350-600 LB LL 
E0303 HOSP BED,HEAVY DUTY,X-WIDE,WT 350-600 LB NU 
E0303 HOSP BED,HEAVY DUTY,X-WIDE,WT 350-600 LB UE 
E0304 HOSP BED, X-HVY DUTY,X-WIDE,WT > 600 LBS LL 
E0304 HOSP BED, X-HVY DUTY,X-WIDE,WT > 600 LBS NU 
E0304 HOSP BED, X-HVY DUTY,X-WIDE,WT > 600 LBS UE 
E0372 POWERED AIR OVERLAY MATTRESS,STND L & W  RR 
E0446 TOPICAL OXYGEN DELIVERY SYSTEM, NOS      0 
E0482 COUGH STIML DEV,ALTERN POS&NG AIRWY PRES RR 
E0483 HIGH FREQUENCY CHEST WALL OSCILLATION AI LL 
E0483 HIGH FREQUENCY CHEST WALL OSCILLATION AI NU 
E0483 HIGH FREQUENCY CHEST WALL OSCILLATION AI UE 
E0565 COMPRESS AIR POWER FOR EQUIP NOT CONTAIN LL 
E0565 COMPRESS AIR POWER FOR EQUIP NOT CONTAIN NU 
E0565 COMPRESS AIR POWER FOR EQUIP NOT CONTAIN UE 
E0575 NEBULIZER, ULTRASONIC, LARGE VOLUME      LL 
E0575 NEBULIZER, ULTRASONIC, LARGE VOLUME      NU 
E0575 NEBULIZER, ULTRASONIC, LARGE VOLUME      UE 
E0625 PATIENT LIFT, BATH/TOILET                LL 
E0625 PATIENT LIFT, BATH/TOILET                NU 
E0625 PATIENT LIFT, BATH/TOILET                UE 
E0630 PATIENT LIFT HYDRAULIC W/SEAT OR SLING   LL 
E0630 PATIENT LIFT HYDRAULIC W/SEAT OR SLING   NU 
E0630 PATIENT LIFT HYDRAULIC W/SEAT OR SLING   UE 
E0635 PATIENT LIFT ELECTRIC W/SEAT OR SLING    LL 
E0635 PATIENT LIFT ELECTRIC W/SEAT OR SLING    NU 
E0635 PATIENT LIFT ELECTRIC W/SEAT OR SLING    UE 
E0638 STANDING FRAME SYSTEM, ANY SIZE          LL 
E0638 STANDING FRAME SYSTEM, ANY SIZE          NU 
E0638 STANDING FRAME SYSTEM, ANY SIZE          UE 
E0640 PATIENT LIFT,FIXED SYSTEM W/COMPONENT&AC LL 
E0640 PATIENT LIFT,FIXED SYSTEM W/COMPONENT&AC NU 
E0640 PATIENT LIFT,FIXED SYSTEM W/COMPONENT&AC UE 
E0641 STANDING FRAME SYSTEM, MULTI-POSITION    LL 
E0641 STANDING FRAME SYSTEM, MULTI-POSITION    NU 
E0641 STANDING FRAME SYSTEM, MULTI-POSITION    RR 
E0641 STANDING FRAME SYSTEM, MULTI-POSITION    UE 









E0655 NON-SEG PNEUM APPL USE W/PN COM HALF ARM LL 
E0655 NON-SEG PNEUM APPL USE W/PN COM HALF ARM NU 
E0655 NON-SEG PNEUM APPL USE W/PN COM HALF ARM UE 
E0656 SEGMENTL PNEUMATIC APP/USE COMPRES TRUNK NU 
E0656 SEGMENTL PNEUMATIC APP/USE COMPRES TRUNK RR 
E0656 SEGMENTL PNEUMATIC APP/USE COMPRES TRUNK UE 
E0657 SEGMENTL PNEUMATIC APP/USE COMPRES CHEST NU 
E0657 SEGMENTL PNEUMATIC APP/USE COMPRES CHEST RR 
E0657 SEGMENTL PNEUMATIC APP/USE COMPRES CHEST UE 
E0660 NON-SEG PNEUM APPL USE W/PN COM FULL LEG LL 
E0660 NON-SEG PNEUM APPL USE W/PN COM FULL LEG NU 
E0660 NON-SEG PNEUM APPL USE W/PN COM FULL LEG UE 
E0675 PNEUMATIC COMPRESSION DEVICE             LL 
E0675 PNEUMATIC COMPRESSION DEVICE             NU 
E0675 PNEUMATIC COMPRESSION DEVICE             UE 
E0744 NEUROMUSCULAR STIMULATOR FOR SCOLIOSIS   LL 
E0744 NEUROMUSCULAR STIMULATOR FOR SCOLIOSIS   NU 
E1002 W/CHR ACCES,POWER SEATING SYS, TILT ONLY LL 
E1002 W/CHR ACCES,POWER SEATING SYS, TILT ONLY NU 
E1002 W/CHR ACCES,POWER SEATING SYS, TILT ONLY UE 
E1005 W/CHR ACCES,PWR SEAT,RECLINE ONLY,POWER  LL 
E1005 W/CHR ACCES,PWR SEAT,RECLINE ONLY,POWER  NU 
E1005 W/CHR ACCES,PWR SEAT,RECLINE ONLY,POWER  UE 
E1007 W/CHR ACCES,PWR SEAT,COMBO,W/SHEAR REDUC LL 
E1007 W/CHR ACCES,PWR SEAT,COMBO,W/SHEAR REDUC NU 
E1007 W/CHR ACCES,PWR SEAT,COMBO,W/SHEAR REDUC UE 
E1008 W/CHR ACCES,PWR SEAT,COMBO,W/POWER SHEAR LL 
E1008 W/CHR ACCES,PWR SEAT,COMBO,W/POWER SHEAR NU 
E1008 W/CHR ACCES,PWR SEAT,COMBO,W/POWER SHEAR UE 
E1010 W/CHR ACCES,ADD POWER LEG ELEVATION SYST LL 
E1010 W/CHR ACCES,ADD POWER LEG ELEVATION SYST NU 
E1010 W/CHR ACCES,ADD POWER LEG ELEVATION SYST UE 
E1011 MODIFICATION TO PEDIATRIC WHEELCHAIR     NU 
E1011 MODIFICATION TO PEDIATRIC WHEELCHAIR     RR 
E1011 MODIFICATION TO PEDIATRIC WHEELCHAIR     UE 
E1014 RECLINING BACK, ADDITION TO PEDIATRIC WH LL 








E1014 RECLINING BACK, ADDITION TO PEDIATRIC WH NU 
E1014 RECLINING BACK, ADDITION TO PEDIATRIC WH UE 
E1031 ROLLABOUT CHAIR, ANY TYPE                LL 
E1031 ROLLABOUT CHAIR, ANY TYPE                 
E1031 ROLLABOUT CHAIR, ANY TYPE                UE 
E1037 TRANSPORT CHAIR, PEDIATRIC SIZE          LL 
E1037 TRANSPORT CHAIR, PEDIATRIC SIZE          NU 
E1037 TRANSPORT CHAIR, PEDIATRIC SIZE          UE 
E1050 WHEELCHAIR, FULL RECLINE, FFA, SADELR    LL 
E1050 WHEELCHAIR, FULL RECLINE, FFA, SADELR    NU 
E1050 WHEELCHAIR, FULL RECLINE, FFA, SADELR    UE 
E1060 WHEELCHAIR, FULL RECLINE DA SA           LL 
E1060 WHEELCHAIR, FULL RECLINE DA SA           NU 
E1060 WHEELCHAIR, FULL RECLINE DA SA           UE 
E1065 WHEELCHAIR, POWER ATTACHMENT CONERT      LL 
E1065 WHEELCHAIR, POWER ATTACHMENT CONERT      NU 
E1065 WHEELCHAIR, POWER ATTACHMENT CONERT      UE 
E1070 FULLY-RECLIN WHEELCH DE ARM SW AW D FT R LL 
E1070 FULLY-RECLIN WHEELCH DE ARM SW AW D FT R NU 
E1070 FULLY-RECLIN WHEELCH DE ARM SW AW D FT R UE 
E1161 MANUAL ADULT SZ WHEELCH,INC TILT IN SPAC LL 
E1161 MANUAL ADULT SZ WHEELCH,INC TILT IN SPAC NU 
E1161 MANUAL ADULT SZ WHEELCH,INC TILT IN SPAC UE 
E1229 WHEELCHAIR, PEDIATRIC SIZE, NOS          LL 
E1229 WHEELCHAIR, PEDIATRIC SIZE, NOS          NU 
E1229 WHEELCHAIR, PEDIATRIC SIZE, NOS          UE 
E1231 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     LL 
E1231 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     NU 
E1231 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     UE 
E1232 WHEELCHAIR, PEDIATRIC SIZE, TILT-IN-SPA  LL 
E1232 WHEELCHAIR, PEDIATRIC SIZE, TILT-IN-SPA  NU 
E1232 WHEELCHAIR, PEDIATRIC SIZE, TILT-IN-SPA  UE 
E1233 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     LL 
E1233 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     NU 
E1233 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     UE 
E1234 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     LL 
E1234 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     NU 
E1234 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     UE 








E1235 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     LL 
E1235 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     NU 
E1235 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     UE 
E1236 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     LL 
E1236 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     NU 
E1236 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     UE 
E1237 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     LL 
E1237 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     NU 
E1237 WHEELCHAIR, PED SIZE                     UE 
E1238 WHEELCHAIR, RECLINING, PEDIATRIC         LL 
E1238 WHEELCHAIR, RECLINING, PEDIATRIC         NU 
E1238 WHEELCHAIR, RECLINING, PEDIATRIC         UE 
E1310 WHIRLPOOL NON-PORTABLE (BUILT-IN TYPE)   LL 
E1310 WHIRLPOOL NON-PORTABLE (BUILT-IN TYPE)   NU 
E1310 WHIRLPOOL NON-PORTABLE (BUILT-IN TYPE)   UE 
E1399 DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, MISC          NU 
E1841 MULTI-DIRECT STATIC PROGR SHOULDR DEVICE RR 
E2291 BACK,PLANAR,FOR PED W/CHR W/FIXED HARDWA NU 
E2292 SEAT,PLANAR,PED SIZE W/CHR W/FIX HARDWAR NU 
E2293 BACK,CONTOUR,PED SIZE W/CHR W/FIX HARDWA NU 
E2294 SEAT,CONTOUR,FOR PED W/CHR W/FIX HARDWAR NU 
E2310 PWR W/C AC,ELECTRON CONECT BETWN CONTRLR LL 
E2310 PWR W/C AC,ELECTRON CONECT BETWN CONTRLR NU 
E2310 PWR W/C AC,ELECTRON CONECT BETWN CONTRLR UE 
E2311 PWR W/C AC,ELEC CONECT CONTR BETW 2>SYST LL 
E2311 PWR W/C AC,ELEC CONECT CONTR BETW 2>SYST NU 
E2311 PWR W/C AC,ELEC CONECT CONTR BETW 2>SYST UE 
E2321 PWR W/CHR AC,HAND INTERFACE,REMOTE JOYST LL 
E2321 PWR W/CHR AC,HAND INTERFACE,REMOTE JOYST NU 
E2321 PWR W/CHR AC,HAND INTERFACE,REMOTE JOYST RR 
E2321 PWR W/CHR AC,HAND INTERFACE,REMOTE JOYST UE 
E2322 PWR W/C,HAND CONTRL, MULTI MECH SWITCHES LL 
E2322 PWR W/C,HAND CONTRL, MULTI MECH SWITCHES NU 
E2322 PWR W/C,HAND CONTRL, MULTI MECH SWITCHES UE 
E2323 PWR W/CHAIR, SPECIALTY JOYSTICK HANDLE   LL 
E2323 PWR W/CHAIR, SPECIALTY JOYSTICK HANDLE   NU 
E2323 PWR W/CHAIR, SPECIALTY JOYSTICK HANDLE   UE 
E2324 PWR W/C AC,CHIN CUP FOR CONTRL INTERFACE NU 








E2324 PWR W/C AC,CHIN CUP FOR CONTRL INTERFACE UE 
E2325 PWR W/C,SIP&PUFF INTERFACE,NONPROPORTION LL 
E2325 PWR W/C,SIP&PUFF INTERFACE,NONPROPORTION NU 
E2325 PWR W/C,SIP&PUFF INTERFACE,NONPROPORTION UE 
E2326 PWR W/C,BREATH TUBE KIT FOR SIP&PUFF INT LL 
E2326 PWR W/C,BREATH TUBE KIT FOR SIP&PUFF INT NU 
E2326 PWR W/C,BREATH TUBE KIT FOR SIP&PUFF INT UE 
E2330 PWR W/C,HEAD CONTRL,PROXIMITY SWITCH MEC LL 
E2330 PWR W/C,HEAD CONTRL,PROXIMITY SWITCH MEC NU 
E2330 PWR W/C,HEAD CONTRL,PROXIMITY SWITCH MEC UE 
E2331 PWR W/C, ATTENDANT CONTROL, PROPORTIONAL LL 
E2331 PWR W/C, ATTENDANT CONTROL, PROPORTIONAL NU 
E2340 PWR W/C,NONSTANDARD SEAT FRAME WI 20-23" LL 
E2340 PWR W/C,NONSTANDARD SEAT FRAME WI 20-23" NU 
E2340 PWR W/C,NONSTANDARD SEAT FRAME WI 20-23" UE 
E2341 PWR W/C,NONSTANDARD SEAT FRAME WI 24-27" LL 
E2341 PWR W/C,NONSTANDARD SEAT FRAME WI 24-27" NU 
E2341 PWR W/C,NONSTANDARD SEAT FRAME WI 24-27" UE 
E2342 PWR W/C,NONSTANDARD SEAT FRME DEP,20-21" LL 
E2342 PWR W/C,NONSTANDARD SEAT FRME DEP,20-21" NU 
E2342 PWR W/C,NONSTANDARD SEAT FRME DEP,20-21" UE 
E2343 PWR W/C,NONSTANDARD SEAT FRME DEP,22-25" LL 
E2343 PWR W/C,NONSTANDARD SEAT FRME DEP,22-25" NU 
E2343 PWR W/C,NONSTANDARD SEAT FRME DEP,22-25" UE 
E2373 PWC ACC,HAND/CHIN CONTROL SPEC JOYSTICK  LL 
E2373 PWC ACC,HAND/CHIN CONTROL SPEC JOYSTICK  NU 
E2373 PWC ACC,HAND/CHIN CONTROL SPEC JOYSTICK  UE 
E2374 PWC ACC,HAND/CHIN CTRL STANDARD JOYSTICK LL 
E2374 PWC ACC,HAND/CHIN CTRL STANDARD JOYSTICK NU 
E2374 PWC ACC,HAND/CHIN CTRL STANDARD JOYSTICK UE 
E2376 PWC ACC,EXPANDABLE CONTROLLER,REPL ONLY  LL 
E2376 PWC ACC,EXPANDABLE CONTROLLER,REPL ONLY  NU 
E2376 PWC ACC,EXPANDABLE CONTROLLER,REPL ONLY  UE 
E2377 PWC ACC,EXPANDABLE CONTROLLER,INITIAL IS LL 
E2377 PWC ACC,EXPANDABLE CONTROLLER,INITIAL IS NU 
E2377 PWC ACC,EXPANDABLE CONTROLLER,INITIAL IS UE 
E2402 NEGATIVE PRESUR WOUND THER ELECTRIC PUMP RR 
E2500 SPEECH GENERAT DEV,DIGIT PRE-REC <=8 MIN LL 








E2500 SPEECH GENERAT DEV,DIGIT PRE-REC <=8 MIN NU 
E2500 SPEECH GENERAT DEV,DIGIT PRE-REC <=8 MIN UE 
E2502 SPCH GENERAT DEV,DIG PRE-REC >8 <=20 MIN LL 
E2502 SPCH GENERAT DEV,DIG PRE-REC >8 <=20 MIN NU 
E2502 SPCH GENERAT DEV,DIG PRE-REC >8 <=20 MIN UE 
E2504 SPCH GEN DEV,DIG PRE-REC MSG,>20MIN,<=40 LL 
E2504 SPCH GEN DEV,DIG PRE-REC MSG,>20MIN,<=40 NU 
E2504 SPCH GEN DEV,DIG PRE-REC MSG,>20MIN,<=40 UE 
E2510 SPCH GEN DEV,SYN SPCH,MULTI METH MSG/ACC LL 
E2510 SPCH GEN DEV,SYN SPCH,MULTI METH MSG/ACC NU 
E2510 SPCH GEN DEV,SYN SPCH,MULTI METH MSG/ACC UE 
E2512 ASS. FOR SPEECH GEN. DEVICE MOUNTING SYS NU 
E2599 SPEECH GENERATING DEVICE ACCESSORY, NOC  NU 
E2609 CUSTM FABRICATE W/CHR SEAT CUSH,ANY SIZE NU 
E2617 CUSTM FABRICATE W/CHR BACK CUSH,ANY SIZE NU 
K0002 STANDARD HEMI (LOW SEAT) WHEELCHAIR      LL 
K0002 STANDARD HEMI (LOW SEAT) WHEELCHAIR      NU 
K0003 LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELCHAIR                   LL 
K0003 LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELCHAIR                   NU 
K0004 HIGH STRENGTH LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELCHAIR     LL 
K0004 HIGH STRENGTH LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELCHAIR     NU 
K0005 ULTRALIGHTWEIGHT WHEELCHAIR              LL 
K0005 ULTRALIGHTWEIGHT WHEELCHAIR              NU 
K0006 HEAVY DUTY WHEELCHAIR                    LL 
K0006 HEAVY DUTY WHEELCHAIR                    NU 
K0007 EXTRA HEAVY DUTY WHEELCHAIR              LL 
K0007 EXTRA HEAVY DUTY WHEELCHAIR              NU 
K0011 STRD WG FRAME MTRIZED/PWR CHAIR PROG CON LL 
K0011 STRD WG FRAME MTRIZED/PWR CHAIR PROG CON NU 
K0011 STRD WG FRAME MTRIZED/PWR CHAIR PROG CON UE 
K0014 OTHER MOTORIZED/POWER WHEELCHAIR BASE    NU 
K0108 WHEEL CHAIR COMPONENT OR ACCESSORY, NOS  LL 
K0108 WHEEL CHAIR COMPONENT OR ACCESSORY, NOS  NU 
K0108 WHEEL CHAIR COMPONENT OR ACCESSORY, NOS  UE 
K0269 DIAB ONLY MULT DEN INS CUSTOM MOLDED     0 
K0606 AUTO EXTERNAL DEFIBRILLATOR W/INTES-GARM RR 
K0669 SEAT/BACK CUS NO DMEPDAC VER             LL 
K0669 SEAT/BACK CUS NO DMEPDAC VER             NU 








K0669 SEAT/BACK CUS NO DMEPDAC VER             UE 
K0733 PWR W/C 12-24AMP HR SEALD LEAD ACID BATT LL 
K0733 PWR W/C 12-24AMP HR SEALD LEAD ACID BATT NU 
K0733 PWR W/C 12-24AMP HR SEALD LEAD ACID BATT UE 
K0813 PWC, GRP 1 STND,PORTABLE,SEAT/BACK, <300 LL 
K0813 PWC, GRP 1 STND,PORTABLE,SEAT/BACK, <300 NU 
K0813 PWC, GRP 1 STND,PORTABLE,SEAT/BACK, <300 UE 
K0814 PWC, GRP 1 STNRD,PORTABL,CAP CHR,<300 LB LL 
K0814 PWC, GRP 1 STNRD,PORTABL,CAP CHR,<300 LB NU 
K0814 PWC, GRP 1 STNRD,PORTABL,CAP CHR,<300 LB UE 
K0815 PWC, GRP 1 C107STANDRD,SEAT/BACK, <300 L LL 
K0815 PWC, GRP 1 C107STANDRD,SEAT/BACK, <300 L NU 
K0815 PWC, GRP 1 C107STANDRD,SEAT/BACK, <300 L UE 
K0816 PWC, GRP 1 STANDARD,CAP CHAIR, <300 LBS  LL 
K0816 PWC, GRP 1 STANDARD,CAP CHAIR, <300 LBS  NU 
K0816 PWC, GRP 1 STANDARD,CAP CHAIR, <300 LBS  UE 
K0820 PWC, GRP 2 STND,PORTABLE,SEAT/BACK, <300 LL 
K0820 PWC, GRP 2 STND,PORTABLE,SEAT/BACK, <300 NU 
K0820 PWC, GRP 2 STND,PORTABLE,SEAT/BACK, <300 UE 
K0821 PWC, GRP 2 STNRD,PORTABL,CAP CHR,<300 LB LL 
K0821 PWC, GRP 2 STNRD,PORTABL,CAP CHR,<300 LB NU 
K0821 PWC, GRP 2 STNRD,PORTABL,CAP CHR,<300 LB UE 
K0822 PWR W-CHR, GRP 2 STANRRD,SEAT/BACK, <300 LL 
K0822 PWR W-CHR, GRP 2 STANRRD,SEAT/BACK, <300 NU 
K0822 PWR W-CHR, GRP 2 STANRRD,SEAT/BACK, <300 UE 
K0823 PWR W-CHAIR, GRP 2 STNRD,CAP CHR,<300 LB LL 
K0823 PWR W-CHAIR, GRP 2 STNRD,CAP CHR,<300 LB NU 
K0823 PWR W-CHAIR, GRP 2 STNRD,CAP CHR,<300 LB UE 
K0824 PWC, GRP 2 HVY DUTY,SEAT/BACK, 301-450LB LL 
K0824 PWC, GRP 2 HVY DUTY,SEAT/BACK, 301-450LB NU 
K0824 PWC, GRP 2 HVY DUTY,SEAT/BACK, 301-450LB UE 
K0825 PWC, GRP 2 HVY DUTY,CAP CHR, 301-450 LBS LL 
K0825 PWC, GRP 2 HVY DUTY,CAP CHR, 301-450 LBS NU 
K0825 PWC, GRP 2 HVY DUTY,CAP CHR, 301-450 LBS UE 
K0827 PWC,G-2 VERY HVY DTY,CAP CHR,451-600 LBS LL 
K0827 PWC,G-2 VERY HVY DTY,CAP CHR,451-600 LBS NU 
K0827 PWC,G-2 VERY HVY DTY,CAP CHR,451-600 LBS UE 
K0828 PWC,GRP-2 EX-HVY DTY,SEAT/BACK,>=601 LBS LL 








K0828 PWC,GRP-2 EX-HVY DTY,SEAT/BACK,>=601 LBS NU 
K0828 PWC,GRP-2 EX-HVY DTY,SEAT/BACK,>=601 LBS UE 
K0829 PWC,GRP-2 EX-HVY DTY,CAP CHR, >=601 LBS LL 
K0829 PWC,GRP-2 EX-HVY DTY,CAP CHR, >=601 LBS NU 
K0829 PWC,GRP-2 EX-HVY DTY,CAP CHR, >=601 LBS UE 
K0835 PWC,GRP 2 STD,SNG PWR OPT,ST/BK,TO 300LB LL 
K0835 PWC,GRP 2 STD,SNG PWR OPT,ST/BK,TO 300LB NU 
K0835 PWC,GRP 2 STD,SNG PWR OPT,ST/BK,TO 300LB UE 
K0836 PWC,GRP 2 STD,SNG PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS LL 
K0836 PWC,GRP 2 STD,SNG PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS NU 
K0836 PWC,GRP 2 STD,SNG PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS UE 
K0837 PWC,GRP 2 HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,301-450 LBS  LL 
K0837 PWC,GRP 2 HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,301-450 LBS  NU 
K0837 PWC,GRP 2 HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,301-450 LBS  UE 
K0841 PWC,GP2 STD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,TO 300 LBS LL 
K0841 PWC,GP2 STD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,TO 300 LBS NU 
K0841 PWC,GP2 STD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,TO 300 LBS UE 
K0842 PWC,GP2 STD,MULTI-PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS LL 
K0842 PWC,GP2 STD,MULTI-PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS NU 
K0842 PWC,GP2 STD,MULTI-PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS UE 
K0843 PWC,GP2 HD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,301-400 LBS LL 
K0843 PWC,GP2 HD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,301-400 LBS NU 
K0843 PWC,GP2 HD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,301-400 LBS UE 
K0848 PWC, GRP 3 STANDARD,SEAT/BACK, <300 LBS  LL 
K0848 PWC, GRP 3 STANDARD,SEAT/BACK, <300 LBS  NU 
K0848 PWC, GRP 3 STANDARD,SEAT/BACK, <300 LBS  UE 
K0849 PWC, GRP 3 STANARD,CAP CHAIR, <300 LBS   LL 
K0849 PWC, GRP 3 STANARD,CAP CHAIR, <300 LBS   NU 
K0849 PWC, GRP 3 STANARD,CAP CHAIR, <300 LBS   UE 
K0850 PWC, GRP 3 HVY DUTY,SEAT/BACK, 301-450LB LL 
K0850 PWC, GRP 3 HVY DUTY,SEAT/BACK, 301-450LB NU 
K0850 PWC, GRP 3 HVY DUTY,SEAT/BACK, 301-450LB UE 
K0851 PWC, GRP 3 HVY DUTY,CAP CHR, 301-450 LBS LL 
K0851 PWC, GRP 3 HVY DUTY,CAP CHR, 301-450 LBS NU 
K0851 PWC, GRP 3 HVY DUTY,CAP CHR, 301-450 LBS UE 
K0852 PWC,G-3 VERY HVY DTY,SEAT/BK, 451-600LBS LL 
K0852 PWC,G-3 VERY HVY DTY,SEAT/BK, 451-600LBS NU 
K0852 PWC,G-3 VERY HVY DTY,SEAT/BK, 451-600LBS UE 








K0853 PWC,G-3 VERY HVY DTY,CAP CHR,451-600 LBS LL 
K0853 PWC,G-3 VERY HVY DTY,CAP CHR,451-600 LBS NU 
K0853 PWC,G-3 VERY HVY DTY,CAP CHR,451-600 LBS UE 
K0856 PWC,GRP 3 STD,SNG PWR OPT,ST/BK,TO 300LB LL 
K0856 PWC,GRP 3 STD,SNG PWR OPT,ST/BK,TO 300LB NU 
K0856 PWC,GRP 3 STD,SNG PWR OPT,ST/BK,TO 300LB UE 
K0857 PWC,GRP 3 STD,SNG PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS LL 
K0857 PWC,GRP 3 STD,SNG PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS NU 
K0857 PWC,GRP 3 STD,SNG PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS UE 
K0858 PWC,GRP 3 HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,301-450 LBS  LL 
K0858 PWC,GRP 3 HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,301-450 LBS  NU 
K0858 PWC,GRP 3 HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,301-450 LBS  UE 
K0859 PWC,GRP 3 HD,SNG PWR ,CAP CHR, 301-450LB LL 
K0859 PWC,GRP 3 HD,SNG PWR ,CAP CHR, 301-450LB NU 
K0859 PWC,GRP 3 HD,SNG PWR ,CAP CHR, 301-450LB UE 
K0860 PWC,GP3 VERY HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,451-600LB LL 
K0860 PWC,GP3 VERY HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,451-600LB NU 
K0860 PWC,GP3 VERY HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,451-600LB UE 
K0861 PWC,GP3 STD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,TO 300 LBS LL 
K0861 PWC,GP3 STD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,TO 300 LBS NU 
K0861 PWC,GP3 STD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,TO 300 LBS UE 
K0862 PWC,GP3 STD,MULTI-PWR,CAP CHR,301-450 LB LL 
K0862 PWC,GP3 STD,MULTI-PWR,CAP CHR,301-450 LB NU 
K0862 PWC,GP3 STD,MULTI-PWR,CAP CHR,301-450 LB UE 
K0863 PWC,G3 VERY HD,MULTI-PWR,ST/BK,451-600LB LL 
K0863 PWC,G3 VERY HD,MULTI-PWR,ST/BK,451-600LB NU 
K0863 PWC,G3 VERY HD,MULTI-PWR,ST/BK,451-600LB UE 
K0864 PWC,GP3 EX HD,MULTI=PWR,ST/BK, >=601 LBS LL 
K0864 PWC,GP3 EX HD,MULTI=PWR,ST/BK, >=601 LBS NU 
K0864 PWC,GP3 EX HD,MULTI=PWR,ST/BK, >=601 LBS UE 
K0868 PWC, GRP 4 STANDARD,SEAT/BACK, <300 LBS  LL 
K0868 PWC, GRP 4 STANDARD,SEAT/BACK, <300 LBS  NU 
K0868 PWC, GRP 4 STANDARD,SEAT/BACK, <300 LBS  UE 
K0869 PWC, GRP 4 STANDARD,CAP CHR, <300 LBS    LL 
K0869 PWC, GRP 4 STANDARD,CAP CHR, <300 LBS    NU 
K0869 PWC, GRP 4 STANDARD,CAP CHR, <300 LBS    UE 
K0870 PWC, GRP 4 HVY DUTY,SEAT/BACK, 301-450LB LL 
K0870 PWC, GRP 4 HVY DUTY,SEAT/BACK, 301-450LB NU 








K0870 PWC, GRP 4 HVY DUTY,SEAT/BACK, 301-450LB UE 
K0871 PWC,G4 VERY HD,MULTI-PWR,ST/BK,451-600LB LL 
K0871 PWC,G4 VERY HD,MULTI-PWR,ST/BK,451-600LB NU 
K0871 PWC,G4 VERY HD,MULTI-PWR,ST/BK,451-600LB UE 
K0877 PWC,GRP 4STD,SNG PWR OPT,ST/BK,TP 300LB LL 
K0877 PWC,GRP 4STD,SNG PWR OPT,ST/BK,TP 300LB NU 
K0877 PWC,GRP 4STD,SNG PWR OPT,ST/BK,TP 300LB UE 
K0878 PWC,GRP 4 STD,SNG PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS LL 
K0878 PWC,GRP 4 STD,SNG PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS NU 
K0878 PWC,GRP 4 STD,SNG PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS UE 
K0879 PWC,GRP 4 HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,301-450 LBS LL 
K0879 PWC,GRP 4 HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,301-450 LBS  NU 
K0879 PWC,GRP 4 HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,301-450 LBS  UE 
K0880 PWC,GP4 VERY HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,451-600LB LL 
K0880 PWC,GP4 VERY HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,451-600LB NU 
K0880 PWC,GP4 VERY HD,SNG PWR ,ST/BK,451-600LB UE 
K0884 PWC,GP4 STD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,TO 300 LBS LL 
K0884 PWC,GP4 STD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,TO 300 LBS NU 
K0884 PWC,GP4 STD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,TO 300 LBS UE 
K0885 PWC,GP4 STD,MULTI-PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS LL 
K0885 PWC,GP4 STD,MULTI-PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS NU 
K0885 PWC,GP4 STD,MULTI-PWR,CAP CHR,TO 300 LBS UE 
K0886 PWC,GP4 HD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,301-400 LBS LL 
K0886 PWC,GP4 HD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,301-400 LBS NU 
K0886 PWC,GP4 HD,MULTI-PWR,SEAT/BK,301-400 LBS UE 
K0890 PWC,G 5 PEDIATRIC,SNG PWR,ST/BK,TO 125LB LL 
K0890 PWC,G 5 PEDIATRIC,SNG PWR,ST/BK,TO 125LB NU 
K0890 PWC,G 5 PEDIATRIC,SNG PWR,ST/BK,TO 125LB UE 
K0898 POWER WHEELCHAIR, NOC                    LL 
K0898 POWER WHEELCHAIR, NOC                    NU 
K0898 POWER WHEELCHAIR, NOC                    UE 
L0624 SACROLIAC ORTH,PELVIC-SACRAL SUP,,CUSTOM 0 
L0629 LUMBAR-SAC ORTH,FLEX,POSTERIOR,CUSTOM FA 0 
L0632 LUMBAR-SAC ORTH,RIGID ANTER/POST,CUSTOM  0 
L0634 LUMBAR-SAC ORTH,SAGITTAL-CORON,CUSTO     0 
L1005 TENSION BASE SCOLIOS ORTHOSIS&ACCESS PAD 0 
L1499 SPINAL ORTHOSIS, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED 0 
L2999 LOWER EXTREMITY ORTHOSES, NOS            0 








L3913 HAND-FINGER ORTH,W/O JNTS,CUST FAB,FIT & 0 
L3978 SH-EL-WR-HN-FGR ORT,AIRPLANE,W/JNT(S),CU 0 
L3999 UPPER LIMB ORTHOSIS,NOT OTHERWISE SPECIF 0 
L4002 REPLACE STRAP,ANY ORTHOSIS,ALL COMPONENT 0 
L4999 UNLISTED PROCEDURE FOR ORTHOTIC DEVICE   0 
L8499 UNLISTED PROCEDURES FOR MISC PROSTHE SER 0 
L8609 ARTIFICIAL CORNEA                        0 
S1040 CRANIAL REMOLDING ORTHOSIS               NU 
T2101 HUMAN BREAST MILK PROC/STORAGE/DISTRIBTN 0 
T5001 VEHICLE POSITN SEAT/SPECL ORTHOPED NEEDS NU 
V2629 PROSTHETIC EYE OTHER TYPE NOC            0 
 
 
